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11plus or GCSEs - Whats the different?
given the discipline and awareness of their responsibility in
becoming successful.
The fact we have done this
with the 11plus does not mean
it cannot be replicated elsewhere. I am now talking about
some of the successes we
enjoy at GCSEs where we
have children as young as 12
doing their GCSEs and achieving an average grade of ‘A’.
The approach we use here is
very similar to the 11plus
exams – i.e. instilling a belief
system in them by encouraging
and motivating them; building
up their confidence and giving
them quality tuition centred
on the above and around a
solid set of lesson plans.
The results are once again a
100% success rate for the children who took their GCSEs in
Maths, Hinduism and ICT, giving an achievement of a totaling of 12 A*s; 12 A’s; 3 B’s and
1 C. In addition, we also had 6
children who did Web Design

In my article last week, I spoke
about the fantastic results we
had achieved at The Learning
Hub and about the passion
and dedication employed in
our teaching. The end product
was that the results brought
about the child to start believing in themselves through the
building up of their confidence
and self esteem - which many
lack for various reasons. As
the child progresses through
our course, we ensure that
they are fed the right level of
material to challenge their
intellectual side whilst at the
same time ensuring they are
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in which they all received an
OCR Certificate. The age
range for these children was

What’s stopping this?’Well, at a
very young age children are
brought up on a certain mind

child(s) head.At The Learning
Hub, we remove these barriers
by giving the child the opportu-

Some of the children who achieved this are:

Hemang Hirani

Raveena Vaghela

GCSE in Hinduism - Grade A*

from age 9 to 16. The older
children predominantly did
Hinduism, a subject not
offered at school and counts as
a GCSE in Religious Studies.
If these children can do it
early then, ‘Why can’t other
children do it early? Or why
can’t they go on to replicate this
success at school in their other
GCSEs, ‘A’ Levels or degree and
maybe in life itself? and finally,
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Harshil Joshi

GCSE in Hinduism - Grade A*
GCSE in ICT – Grade A*
GCSE in Maths – Grade A*
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GCSE in Hinduism - Grade A*
GCSE in ICT – Grade A*

set based on their parents and
these mind sets induce barriers.
For example, parents have been
ingrained by their experience of
doing their ‘O’ levels at the age
of the 16. So it’s logical that
their child must do the equivalent GCSEs at the same age,
followed by ‘A’ levels at the age
of 18 and so forth. As they work
to this standardised framework
they as role models have introduce many barriers into their

nity to excel themselves at their
pace by giving them a framework that supports their needs
and one that acts as a catalyst
to their development. As we
succeed, the results speak for
themselves and are seen to be
sparkling.I hope the above has
been informative but please feel
free to contact us via email at
info@tlhgroup.co.uk for any
help or questions you may
have.
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